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Bedouins Relationship with Libya 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 
 
Man: The Arabs that are in Libya now … there is a connection between the Arabs in 
Egypt and the Arabs in Libya. There is a familial connection and a connection of … 
cousins and a family relation. They married from here; people come and go from here to 
Libya. There is what? An agreement between the two countries, between Egypt and 
Libya. 
 
In the past, there were no borders, neither Libya nor Egypt. They used to say “a short 
distance”; “a short distance” is “a short distance,” and that’s it. Whoever wants to walk, 
he can walk; there are no borders, and there is no fence or anything, and there is no 
system. All the Arab countries were open to each other. Egyptians, the Arabs over here, 
used to go to The Levant to trade. My grandfather used to go to The Levant, trading by 
using camels -- there is no problem. No … and still until today, there are connections and 
a relation and marriages between the Arabs here and the Arabs in Libya.  
 
Woman: What about the children? What will they become? I mean if an Egyptian 
woman and a Libyan man get married? Are they [children] Egyptian Arabs or Egyptian 
[Libyan] …? 
 
Man: Egyptian Arab: there is an Egyptian Arab … Arab Lib … also Arab Libyan. His 
children would adopt their father’s citizenship. 
 
Woman: They follow their father. 
 
Man: They follow their father’s citizenship. Now the system, of course, the new laws 
grant the citizenship to the girl or the boy, whose mother is Egyptian, they grant him 
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Egyptian citizenship in order to give him the freedom of living here comfortably, to get 
education comfortably. I mean the government facilitated this matter. 
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